Selection of features and classifiers for EMG/EEG based upper limb assistive devices - A review.
Bio-signals are distinctive factors in the design of the human-machine interface, essentially useful for prosthesis, orthosis, and exoskeletons. Despite the progress in the analysis of pattern recognition based devices; the acceptance of these devices is still questionable. One reason is the lack of information to identify the possible combinations of features and classifiers. Besides; there is also a need for optimal selection of various sensors for sensations such as touch, force, texture, along with EMGs/EEGs. This paper reviews the two bio-signal techniques, named as electromyography and electroencephalography. The details of the features and the classifiers used in the data processing for upper limb assist devices are summarised here. Various features and their sets are surveyed and different classifiers for feature sets are discussed on the basis of the classification rate. The review was carried out on the basis of the last 10-12 years of published research in this area. This paper also outlines the influence of modality of EMGs and EEGs with other sensors on classifications. Also; other bio-signal used in upper limb devices, and the future aspects are considered in this paper.